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Subsequent to the findings and discussion of the findings in the previous

chapter, conclusion and suggestions are presanted in this chapter.

5.1 Conclusion

This study is an error analysis wtrich is conducted to find out kinds of errors

made by the studens in complAing the ellipical constructions. The inspiration for

this study uas derived from the u,riter's curiosity, whether or not the English

Department students could build a grarnmatically conect and complete sentence from

the ellipsis.

The study is based on some theories rvhich deal with the topic discussed, they

are contrastive analysis, enor analysis, and ellipsis itself

The method used in this study is descriptive qualitative, as the writer

describes the results and discusses them. This study can also be said as a case study

as the research uas obtained from a certain depaftment and from certain subjects, at a

certain time.

In obtaining the data" the uriter applied a test to the first semester students of

the English Department of Widya Mandala Catholic University Surabaya of the
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academic year 2003/2004. The test uas about elliptical constuction, and it consisted

of three parts: Part A, completion of sentences using ellipical pro.forrns with 12

items; part B, completion of sentences in isolated clausal ellipsis with 15 items; and

part C, completion of discourse clausal ellipsis in dialogue with 15 items.

Concerning the test reliability, the uriter held a try-out test first to the two of

five classes of the first semester. The try-out students, 55 students, did the test with

the total number of 42 items in 50 minutes. After the rryriter got the result wtrich

stated that the test was reliable, the uriter then continued the research by conducting

the same test to the other three classes or 80 students as the subjects, with the same

test items and time allocation, 50 minutes. After getting the data" the uriter amlyzed

and classified the errors. The input was then presented in percentages to know the

most errors made by the shrdents and discussed with the examples of the errors, the

correct response or completion and the probable reasons why the students made the

erTors.

Based on the findings and discussion of the findings in Chapter IV, the uriter

concludes that there ar€ eirors vihich are mostly made by the students in the three

different parts of the test as summarized below:

Part A, "completion of sentences using elliptical pro-forms", such as Zorz

won't come to the erhibition, and ....... L should be completed withneitherwill

becomes Tom won't come to the exhibition, and neither will L This ellipsis has a

particular forrnula and had been taught in high school, should be easy for the students

but the result was the contrary. From the data the students made 868 errors wtrich
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consist of erors of auxiliary (47o/o), errors of ellipical pro-forms Ql-91%) and errors

of copula (16.94%). From the data takerq the students seem unaware that in each

sentence, the tense, auxiliary, or the copula of the first clause is used also in the

second clause but ofcourse, the copula should oonform to the subject in the second

clause. The srudents seem to have difficulty in ctroosing the correct elliptical pro-

forms; it is shown by some students who used /oo in negative sentences and, either in

affrmative sentences.

In part B, "completion of sentences in isolated clausal ellipsis" such as Sfte

can't sing tonight, so she won't. The italic clause should be completed with the verb

stated before sr'ng so the complete version is She can't sing tonight, so she won'l sinz.

In this part, the students could build a sentence with their own words related to the

eisting words and clauses provided in the complete version. The rvriter found that

there are two most errors frequently made. They are errors of auxiliary (25.45%) and

errors of verb phrase (20.68%). From the data, the students seemed not able to give

the complete version in sentences which included conjunctions. In short, they were

confused and could not understand the complex sentences. It is seen from the most

errors that the students made in completing sentences rvith long clauses.

In part C, "completion of discourse clausal ellipsis in dialogue" such as A:

Like to eo out tonieht? Should be completed as: lI/ould you like to go out tonight?

And the reply, B: Yes. love to. Anlrwhere in mind? Should be completed as. Yes, I'd

Iove to. Do vou have anywhere in mind?



In this part there are two most frequently enors made by the students, the.y are

errors of verb phrase (3 1.75o/o), and errors of noun phrase (20.30%). The students, in

completing sentences in dialogues, urcre mostly not aware that they had missed the

appropriate verb or noun; even they had misused the verb form or noun they had

chosen. It shows that actually the students cannot build a good structured ofsentence.

As English is a foreign language that is taught in Indonesi4 it is important to

teach basic English grammar to the students correctly. The Indonesian students

should realize the English structures which are different from the Indonesian

stuctures. This is important, as nany snrdents tend to transfer the stnrctures of their

native language to the English language the leamers are studying.

The students need to be trained well before they are expected to teach English

when they gaduafed from English department.

5.2 Suggestions

Knowing that the students still made enors in completing sentenc€s and could

not build a well grammaical sentence, the uniter would like to suggest some ways to

support the students in building well-structured sentences.

Since the students mostly made errors of auxiliary, some more intensive

exercises on the use of auxiliaries and a lot of drills on ellipsis containing auxiliaries

can help students to understand and memorize better. These efforts can also be

applied to reduoe errors of ellipical pro'forms and copula To reduce errors of verb

phrase and noun phrase English teachers are suggested to teach those elements
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thoroughly and often review them since in the basic level. These efforts assist the

students to keep aware in building complete sentences construction. Besides, to

anticipate the misunderstanding of the English pattems and to master them well,

some more approprice exercises and good discussion after teaching learning proc€{s

seem to be an important support.

English teachers, as the accommodators in students' English leaming, must be

open minded to the students so that they can tell the teachers about their difficulties in

learning and building English sentences. By saying so, the teachers can spot or locate

the students' obstacles earlier in their English leaming.

5.3 Areas for the Further Research

Although fts manag€m€,lrt of this study seemed hard to the uriter, but still at

last the writer found that there are actually some asp€cts which can be dweloped and

expanded for a better result in the future research. They are:

- This was held in a certain department in certain time and subjects. It would

be better to raise this study in a wider sqope. It means that this study can be

done in more English Oeparment with more subjects of different English

Departrnent.

- This study can be continued or expanded by using more various instruments

e.g. tape recording and pictorial scripts, and research techniques to find causes

of the errors encountered in order to give remedial teaching of sentence

structure.
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